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FIREWORK RANGE

Welcome to Chestnut Trading Ltd
With over 20 years of experience in the design, importation, storage and distribution of fireworks,
Chestnut Trading provides a professional service to our retail partners.
From independent retailers to supermarkets, our aim is to exceed your expectations. All products
comply with CE standard BS EN15947, and we are members of the British Fireworks Association.
Our storage and distribution facilities allow us to supply quality fireworks at the correct time and the
correct price. Haulage is handled both by the companies own vehicles with trained ADR drivers or subcontracted to well-established hauliers who again operate within ADR. Therefore, we offer delivery
options from 1 pallet to HGV with various services such as next day and multi point delivery, if you have
any specific delivery or product requirement please just ask.
For 2018 the historic Astra Fireworks brand has been added to the already well known
and respected brands of Bulldog Fireworks, Firestar Fireworks, Nightstar Fireworks and
Scorpion Fireworks.
We are always happy to help with your Licensing procedure, storage requirements, POS needs and
any other queries or requests that you may have. We value any feedback we receive and are always
experimenting with new ideas and products to continue to provide the best possible products for the
best possible prices.

6509 SOLAR FRENZY SELECTION BOX
19 Fireworks to a Selection Box.
12 Boxes to a Carton.
A delightful display of beautiful
fountains and roman candles,
perfect for entertaining the family
in the garden..

£19.99 PER ITEM

Finally, we would like to thank all our customers for your business and to take this opportunity to wish
old and new customers good luck this year.
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4038/1 TYPHOON SELECTION BOX
19 Fireworks + 1 pack of 4 sparklers
to a Selection Box.
12 Boxes to a Carton.
Typhoon Selection Box contains 19 of
your favourite traditional fireworks.

£19.99 PER BOX

We can help with your display requirements with display cabinets, banners, dummy samples and
other point of sale material, all available.
Please contact our sales team for full details.
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4116 LIGHTNING SELECTION BOX
6519 AFTERSHOCK Selection Box
16 Fireworks to a Selection Box.
6 Boxes to a Carton.
Set the night on fire with this assortment of
multi-coloured fountains, wheels and roman
candles, complete with crackles and whistles.

31 Fireworks to a Selection Box.
3 Boxes to a Carton.
An excellent selection and variety
of 31 fireworks including a
250 shot missile barrage.

£199.99 PER ITEM

£31.99 PER BOX

4093 PREDATOR SELECTION BOX
31 Fireworks to a Selection Box.
3 Boxes to a Carton.
A premium Selection Box, that is great
for family and friends with everything
you need.

£199.99 PER BOX
6548 OLYMPIC SELECTION BOX
18 Fireworks to a Selection Box.
6 Boxes to a Carton.
Set the evening ablaze with this exciting
selection of multi-coloured fountains,
wheels and roman candles.

£39.99 PER BOX
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6590 TITAN DISPLAY PACK
30 Fireworks to a Pack.
6 Packs to a Carton.
An all in one, 4 item, 30 piece
Display Pack, that contains
Titan Selection Box, Cobra 8 Shot
Barrage, Viper Rocket 5 Pack &
10 pieces of a Gold Sparkler.

£49.99 PER PACK

6369 POLARIS DISPLAY PACK
37 Fireworks to a Pack.
5 Packs to a Carton.
The Polaris Display Pack contains the Polaris
16 piece Selection Box, Meteor 10 Rocket Pack,
Atlas 12 Shot Barrage and a tube of 10 Sparklers
in one colour easy to handle display pack carton.

£99.99 PER PACK

6570 CRUISER DISPLAY PACK
30 Fireworks to a Pack.
6 Packs to a Carton.
The Cruiser Display Pack contains the
Cruiser 14 piece Selection Box, Viper Rocket
5 Pack, Cobra 8 Shot Barrage and a tube
of 10 Sparklers in one colour easy to handle
display pack carton.

£49.99 PER PACK
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6572 OLYMPIC DISPLAY PACK
44 Fireworks to a Pack.
4 Packs to a Carton.
The Olympic Display Pack contains the Olympic
18 piece Selection Box, Starstreak Rocket 15 Pack,
Quest 16 Shot Barrage and a tube of 10 Sparklers
in one colour easy to handle display pack carton.

£129.99 PER PACK
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6574 SUPERNOVA DISPLAY PACK
68 Fireworks to a Pack.
2 Packs to a Carton.
The Supernova Display Pack contains the
Supernova 30 piece Selection Box, Night Force Rocket 21 Pack,
Sky Crusade 3 Pack 16 Shot Barrage, Asteroid Blast 4 Pack Shot Tube and
a tube of 10 Sparklers in one colour easy to handle display pack carton.

£199.99 PER PACK
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6371 IMPERIAL DISPLAY PACK
80 Fireworks & 6 Safety Lighters to a Pack.
1 Pack to a Carton.
An excellent assortment of cakes, rockets,
fountains, shot tubes, sparklers and safety
lighters. All contained in one carton with
colour label.

£299.99 PER PACK

6372 THE BUNKER 2 DISPLAY PACK
22 Fireworks to a Pack.
1 Pack to a Carton.
Watch The Bunker 2 attack the night sky with fantastic array of colours and
effects. Includes: Rockets, Barrages, Roman Candles, Cakes and Fountains.

£349.99 PER PACK
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6114 BUZZ BOMBS
25 SHOT MISSILES

4051 Wild Whiska
25 Shot Cake

4 Pieces to a PVC Bag
and Header.
24 Packs to a Carton.

12 Pieces to a Carton.
This is a great little cake which will surprise
everyone who sees it, gives an array of
colour, stars, bangs and crackles.

25 dazzling missile shots
come whistling out of each of
these four assorted fireworks.

£13.99 PER ITEM

£9.99 PER PACK

4050 ASSORTED
16 SHOT CAKES

6561 TITAN THUNDER
25 SHOT BARRAGE

12 Assorted Pieces to a Carton - 4 Variants

12 Pieces to a Carton.

An assortment of excellent cakes that offer unrivalled value for money.

A 25 shot barrage with effects; red tail to
peach with silver glitter; green tail to green
palm with silver glitter; green tail to silver
palm with green glitter; red tail to purple
with green glitter and red tail to crackles.

£11.99 PER ITEM

£13.99 PER ITEM

6013 SCREAMING MISSILES
250 SHOT BARRAGE
6063 THE BULLET
35 SHOT BARRAGE
18 Pieces to a Carton.
This 35 shot noisemaker puts
even a military shell to shame
when it fills the sky with colour.

18 Pieces to a Carton.
A chorus of 250 piercing screams,
whistling missiles and thunder shots.

£16.99 PER ITEM

£12.99 PER ITEM
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6562 NITRO NOVA
18 Shot Barrage
6 Pieces to a Carton.

4009 MISSILE FRENZY
300 SHOT CAKE

1: Blue with silver glitter,
2: Purple with green peony,
3: Lemon with red peony,
4: Red willow with silver glitter,
5: Silver chrysanthemum,
alternately.

£24.99 PER ITEM

18 Pieces to a Carton.
Missile Frenzy 300 Shot Cake a frenzy of 300 missile shots.

£19.99 PER ITEM

4017 PUMP ACTION
90 SHOT BARRAGE

4010 MISSILE MELTDOWN
595 SHOT CAKE

12 Pieces to a Carton.

6 Pieces to a Carton.

Pump Action 90 Shot Barrage - you got
the Pump you got the Action!

Missile Meltdown 595 Shot Cake a meltdown of 595 missiles.

£22.99 PER ITEM

£39.99 PER ITEM

6070 JEWEL OF THE NILE
12 SHOT BARRAGE
8 Pieces to a Carton.
Experience the Jewel of the Nile
with this beautiful waterfall of
colour which includes silver tails
to crackling, red, green, golden
and silver fish.

£23.99 PER ITEM
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4058/1 Cyber Snarl
36 Shot Cake
4 Pieces to a Carton.
This 36 shot cake is excellent
for a party, a combination of
bangs, stars and crackles.

£36.99 PER ITEM
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4054 ASSORTED 1.4G
25 SHOT CAKE
6 Pieces to a Carton - 3 Variants
Assorted 1.4G 25 Shot Cake has a great mixture
of colours, screams and bangs, with 3 variants.

£33.99 PER ITEM

4095 ASSORTED 1.4G
49 SHOT CAKE
4 Pieces to a Carton - 2 Variants.
Assorted 1.4G 49 Shot Cake has a great mixture
of colours, screams and bangs, with 2 variants.

£69.99 PER ITEM

4094 ASSORTED 1.4G
36 SHOT CAKE
6 Pieces to a Carton - 3 Variants.
Assorted 1.4G 36 Shot Cake has a great mixture
of colours, screams and bangs, with 3 variants.

4105 ASSORTED 1.4G
63 SHOT CAKE
2 Pieces to a Carton - 2 Variants.
Assorted 1.4G 63 Shot Cake has a great mixture
of colours, screams and bangs, with 2 variants.

£94.99 PER ITEM

£49.99 PER ITEM
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6566 DEMON DRAGON
36 SHOT BARRAGE
4 Pieces to a Carton.
Start the party with a bang!
A barrage of 36 colour bursts
which build up to an astonishing
finale of light and sound.

£39.99 PER ITEM
6041 JEWELS OF THE EARTH
200 SHOT BARRAGES
8 Pieces to a Carton - 4 Variants.
A mixture of four different Barrages which
includes a burst of noise, flashing fireballs,
crackling rain and an array of colour.

£33.99 PER ITEM

6363 BATTLEMENT ATTACK
60 SHOT BARRAGE
4 Pieces to a Carton.
This 60 shot gives an array
of colour and will be great for
any party.

£49.99 PER ITEM
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4011 MISSILE BERSERKER
800 SHOT CAKE
4 Pieces to a Carton.
Missile Berserker 800 Shot Cake 800 missiles that go berserk!

4104 WAVE OF THUNDER
56 SHOT CAKE

£52.99 PER ITEM

3 Pieces to a Carton.
56 Shots with following effects; red
tail red palm with white strobe;
green tail green palm with gold
strobe; blue tail silver palm with
crackle; red tail purple pearl with
green strobe; green tail blue pearl
with red strobe; blue tail purple
palm with crackle.

£51.99 PER ITEM

6513 FOURTH DIMENSION
80 SHOT BARRAGE

4060/1 THUNDER HOWL
80 SHOT CAKE

4 Pieces to a Carton.

4 Pieces to a Carton.

Shower the night sky in striking
shades of colour with this
spectacular 80-shot firework.

This 80 shot cake goes mad
from the moment it starts and is
a non-stop mixture of colours,
bangs, stars and crackles.

£52.99 PER ITEM
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£52.99 PER ITEM
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6124 DESERT ATTACK
47 SHOT BARRAGE
4 Pieces to a Carton.
This 47 shot Barrage will
amaze you with its show of
raining colours changing from
red, green, silver and yellow.

£54.99 PER ITEM

4112 FOOT SOLDIER
48 SHOT CAKE
3 Pieces to a Carton.
A 48 shot cake with effect; gold
comet flowers with blue star; red
star with white strobe; brocade
crown with green strobe; gold
willow with blue star gold strobe;
red lemon purple star with silver
chrysanthemum; red star with
crackling willow; crackling willow
with red green blue star and gold
willow with brocade crown.

£59.99 PER ITEM

6057 NIGHT OF THE STORM
54 SHOT FAN BARRAGE
4 Pieces to a Carton.
Effects: Green peony, Colour glitter, Silver peony,
Yellow peony, Blue peony & crackling, Red & blue with
crackling tail, Red wave, Golden wave, Silver wave,
Silver palm & crackling with crackling tail.

£55.99 PER ITEM
4106 DEMON DISCHARGE
100 SHOT CAKE
4 Pieces to a Carton.
100 Shots with following effects:
red tail palm; green tail green
pearl; blue tail blue pearl; red
tail red pearl with white strobe;
green tail green palm; crackling
comet and whistling by turn; red
tail green red strobe.

£59.99 PER ITEM
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6365 ASTEROID THUNDER
80 SHOT BARRAGE
2 Pieces to a Carton.
80 Shots with following effects;
red with silver glitter; green
with silver glitter; brocade with
silver glitter; silver fish and blue
with green and red glitter; gold
palm with multi-color glitters;
brocade with blue, purple with
silver chrysanthemum; brocade
with silver glitter and purple with
silver chrysanthemum; sky blue
with silver chrysanthemum.

4012 MISSILE VENDETTA
1000 SHOT CAKE

£85.99 PER ITEM

3 Pieces to a Carton.
Missile Vendetta 1000 Shot Cake 1000 missiles with a vendetta.

£59.99 PER ITEM

6051 END OF THE WORLD
500 SHOT BARRAGE
2 Pieces to a Carton.
500 individual shots with a range of effects, colour bursts, comet tails,
whistles, crackles and bangs. Provides the ultimate finale.

£89.99 PER ITEM

6373 JURASSIC STORM
61 SHOT BARRAGE
2 Pieces to a Carton.
A supreme 61 shot full of variety
and colours, providing many
effects such as crossette, palm,
brocade, bouquet, crackling, dhalia,
chysanthenum amongst others.

£79.99 PER ITEM
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4027 X-TREME
500 SHOT CAKE

4101 STELLA STORM
200 SHOT CAKE

2 Pieces to a Carton.

2 Pieces to a Carton.

A terrific cake which has everything
from the bangs to the star bursts.
This is definitely value for money.

A 200 shot cake with following effects; Red tail to red peony,
Blue tail to blue peony, Purple tail to green palm, Silver tail to
crackling chrysanthemum, Purple tail to purple glitter, Purple
tail to orange peony, Red tail to red glitter, Gold tail to gold
glitter, Green tail to green glitter and Blue tail to crackling
chrysanthemum.

£89.99 PER ITEM

£89.99 PER ITEM

6018 MILITARY STRIKE
200 SHOT BARRAGE

4003/1 X-CESS
500 SHOT CAKE

2 Pieces to a Carton.

2 Pieces to a Carton.

A Firework to impress everyone. 200 shots of
pure colour with a finale of Military Thunder.

X-Cess 500 Shot Cake - a customer favourite.

£89.99 PER ITEM
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£89.99 PER ITEM
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4107 SONIC STORM
100 SHOT CAKE
2 Pieces to a Carton.
100 Shots with following effects;
red tail red dahlia with white
strobe; green tail green dahlia
with gold strobe; blue tail silver
palm with red strobe; red tail
brocade crown with blue pearl;
green tail green palm with
crackle; red tail red palm with
crackling chrysanthemum.

£94.99 PER ITEM

6073 SPACE ENCOUNTER
63 SHOT BARRAGE
2 Pieces to a Carton.
Huge bursts of colour fill the night sky culminating
in a round of thunder. Breathtaking!

6374 ATOMIC WIPEOUT
150 SHOT BARRAGE

£99.99 PER ITEM

2 Pieces to a Carton.
A 150 shot cake with following effects; Red with white strobe,
Purple with green peony, Blue with white storbe, Red with
time rain, Green with time rain, Brocade crown green strobe,
Brocade crwon red strobe and Titanium silver chysanthenum.

£99.99 PER ITEM

4002 KABOOM
300 SERIES CAKE
2 Pieces to a Carton.
The 300 series cake which is best used at
the end of a display as this will leave the
crowed stunned, with its burst of stars,
bangs, crackles and whistles.

£99.99 PER ITEM
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6366 EQUINOX BOMB
90 SHOT BARRAGE
2 Pieces to a Carton.
This 90 shot barrage is a great
way to end a party.

£99.99 PER ITEM

6017 TANK ATTACK
188 SHOT BARRAGE
2 Pieces to a Carton.
Huge bursts of colour fill the night sky culminating
in a round of military thunder. Breathtaking.

£104.99 PER ITEM

6364 SURPRISE ATTACK
108 SHOT BARRAGE
2 Pieces to a Carton.
This 108 shot fan cake gives an array colour in
the night sky everybody will enjoy this cake.

£99.99 PER ITEM

6367 POWER BLAST
132 SHOT BARRAGE
2 Pieces to a Carton.
132 Shots with following effects; red tail to red with silver glitter and
gold with green glitter; green tail to blue with silver glitter, purple with
green; silver tail to red and gold willow; red tail to gold and crackle;
silver tail to brocade with green; silver tail to gold willow with blue;
red tail to red with silver glitter; green tail to gold willow with crackle.

£104.99 PER ITEM
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4113 THE GODFATHER
36 & 42 SHOT COMPOUND CAKES
1 Piece to a Carton.
The Godfather 1 36 Shot with following effects: flower crown with green strobe, brocade crown to red
to green with white strobe, peach purple star with green strobe, brocade crown to blue with green
strobe, titanium gold coconut with blue star & brocade crown with crackling with red star.
The Godfather 2 42 Shot with following effects: red tail to gold willow to purple with green strobe,
silver tail to brocade crown, blue tail to orange star with green strobe, red tail to yellow time rain
coconut with green strobe, red green mine with silver spinner & red tail to brocade crown with white
strobe with red green blue.

4114 SUPREME FINALE
600 Series COMPOUND Cake
2 Pieces to a Carton.
This is the perfect compound finale
firework, an excellent finale firework.

£129.99 PER ITEM

£104.99 PER ITEM
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4115 GRAND FINALE
600 Series COMPOUND Cake
1 Piece to a Carton.
The name says it all, this is the ultimate
in compound finale cakes.

£129.99 PER ITEM
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4108 Showstopper 1 & 2
600 Series Cake
2 Cakes to a Colour Inner Box.
2 Colour Inner Boxes to a Carton.
A twin pack of cakes that provide an
excellent display.

£129.99 PER ITEM
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6582 STAR MENACE
ROCKET PACK
5 Rockets to a
PVC Bag and Header.
36 Packs to a Carton.

4102 Cosmic Chaos
188 Shot Cake
2 Pieces to a Carton.
A 188 shot cake with following effects;
Red tail up to red peony, Green tail to
green coconut, Silver tail to big silver
chrysanthemum, Purple tail to purple
star, Red tail to red glitter, Red tail to
red palm, Green tail to green willows,
Silver tail to big silver chrysanthemum,
Blue tail to white glitter, Purple tail to
orange peony, Silver tail to silver palm,
Silver tail to big silver chrysanthemum
with whistle.

4042/1 Typhoon
ROCKET PACK
6 Rockets to a
PVC Bag and Header.
18 Packs to a Carton.

Send these rockets skywards at
speed with a swoosh and an
eruption of colour.

The Typhoon 6 Pack Rocket
goes well with the Typhoon
Selection Box. These rockets
give a good effect in the sky.

£7.99 PER PACK

£8.99 PER PACK

4041 10 ROCKET PACK
10 Rockets to a
PVC Bag and Header.
24 Packs to a Carton.
A long lasting favourite 10 pack of rockets,
excellent value.

£10.99 PER PACK

£104.99 PER ITEM

4117 Thunder Finale
200 Shot CAKE
1 Piece to a Carton.
A 200 shot cake ejecting an assortment of coloured,
whistling and crackling comets, assorted coloured tails
with bursts of golden glitter, blue star and red strobe,
silver palm effects, assorted peonies with silver strobe,
blue star with silver fish effects, red, green or silver
strobe, crackling stars, and brocade crown effects.

£179.99 PER ITEM
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6522 STAR ATTACK
ROCKET PACK

6523 SKY WONDER
ROCKET PACK

7 Rockets to a
PVC Bag and Header.
24 Packs to a Carton.

10 Rockets to a
PVC Bag and Header.
12 Packs to a Carton.

Spectacular value for
money, with great effects.

Fire these rockets off to dizzying
heights and marvel as they burst into
magical showers of colour.

A 10 piece rocket pack that
has a variety of colour and
noise.

£11.99 PER PACK

£12.99 PER PACK

£13.99 PER PACK

6098 SPACE VOYAGER
ROCKET PACK
9 Rockets to a
PVC Bag and Header.
32 Packs to a Carton.
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6100 EXPLODING COMETS
ROCKET PACK
9 Rockets to a
PVC Bag and Header.
24 Packs to a Carton.

6362 LIQUID GOLD &
PLATINUM SILVER ROCKET

4103 BIG DADDY ROCKET

8 Rockets to a Carton.

8 Rockets to a Carton.
2 Effects.

A dazzling strobe fountain lifting
off and exploding with magnificent
star effects. Truly unique.

Liquid Gold & Platinum Silver
rockets are a great single rocket
that any display cannot do without,
giving a great spread of colour.

Big Daddy is a great single
rocket that any display cannot do
without, giving a great spread of
colour.

£14.99 PER PACK

£24.99 EACH

£32.99 EACH
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6359 THUNDER HAWK
ROCKET PACK

6361 THUNDER HAWK 2
ROCKET PACK

6010 MASSIVE ASSAULT
ROCKET PACK

5 Rockets to a PVC Bag and Header.
6 Packs to a Carton.

5 Rockets to a PVC Bag and Header.
6 Packs to a Carton.

30 Rockets to a PVC Bag and Header.
6 Packs to a Carton.

Titan Voyager 21pk Rockets provide
excellent value for money.

These rockets offer breath taking effects
and will prove to be the star of any
bonfire party.

These rockets offer breath taking effects
and will prove to be the star of any bonfire
party and now they are twin burst.

These are a fantastic 30 rockets which have
got a varied Effects: Colored starbursts, fallen
leaves, willow, air whistles and swirls.

£34.99 PER PACK

£39.99 PER PACK

£44.99 PER PACK

£74.99 PER PACK

4013 Titan Voyager
ROCKET PACK
21 Rockets to a PVC Bag and Header
10 Packs Per Carton
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6310 MASSIVE ASSAULT 2
ROCKET PACK
30 Rockets to a PVC Bag and Header.
6 Packs to a Carton.

4048 Kawoosh
ROCKET PACK
20 Rockets to Box.
6 Boxes to a Carton.

Feel the power, fantastic value 30 rockets,
14 varied effects. Effects: Coloured starbursts,
fallen leaves, willow, air whistles and swirls.

This box of 20 Rockets provide a
variety of colours, bangs and stars,
which will excite the crowd.

£79.99 PER PACK

£79.99 PER BOX

6108 SPARKLERS
4 Pieces to a foil packet.
100 Packs to an Inner.
200 Packs to a Carton.
4 pack of sparklers.

99p PER PACK

6109 CRACKLING SPARKLERS
4 Pieces to a foil packet.
100 Packs to an Inner.
200 Packs to a Carton.
4 pack of sparklers.

99p PER PACK

6110 COLOURED SPARKLERS
4 Pieces to a foil packet.
100 Packs to an Inner.
200 Packs to a Carton.
4 pack of sparklers.

99p PER PACK

4001 MEGA SPARKLERS
10 Sparklers to a Tube.
80 Tubes to a Carton.
10 pack of 16” sparklers.

£2.99 PER PACK
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6034 ATOM BLAST
SHOT TUBES
8 Pieces to a PVC Bag and Header.
50 Packs to a Carton.
Each candle ejects a crackling comet.

£4.99 PER PACK
6375 FIREBALL FRENZY
SHOT TUBES
4 Pieces to a PVC Bag
and Header.
24 Packs to a Carton.
Crackling comets, whistle
ending with screaming
spinners. Great value pack.

£11.49 PER PACK

6103 THE SHELL
FOUNTAINS

6092 ATOM BOMBS
SHOT TUBES
5 Pieces to a PVC Bag and Header.
24 Packs to a Carton.

44

5 Pieces to a PVC Bag
and Header.
20 Packs to a Carton.

20353 Cyclone WheelS
3 Wheels to a PVC Bag and Header.
24 Pieces to a Carton.

Each candle produces a five stage
whistling, crackling comet.

Three superb Wheels with a good burn time.

£9.99 PER PACK

£9.99 PER ITEM

Five outstanding fountains,
each with different effects.

£11.99 PER PACK

4018 PLANET THUNDER
56 SHOT ROMAN CANDLE
18 Pieces to a Carton.
Planet Thunder 56 Shot Roman Candle
- 56 shots providing great fun.

£11.99 PER ITEM
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6036 CHARMING CASCADES
FOUNTAINS

6368 Hydro Bombs
3 Pack Mine

3 Pieces to a PVC Bag and Header.
24 Packs to a Carton.

3 Pieces to a Box.
16 Boxes to a Carton.

Whistling silver stars. A great value pack.

Three Mines with sonic booms and spectacular fallout.

£13.99 PER PACK

£17.99 PER ITEM

20360 TORNADO WHEEL
16 Pieces to a Carton.
Witness the splendour of
our largest wheel with its
endless display of effects and
kaleidoscope of colours.

£19.99 PER PACK
4092 MEGA SHOOTER
5 SHOT ROMAN CANDLES
4 Pieces to a PVC Bag and Header.
18 Packs to a Carton.
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6040 RAGING FIREBALLS
& SHOOTING STARS
36 SHOT ROMAN CANDLES
2 Pieces to a PVC Pack
12 Packs to a Carton.

This is a fan favourite, with five coloured fireballs in a
range of colours climb high into the night sky.

36 whistling comets rise with
golden tails from the 45cm tube to
a height of over 20 feet.

£17.99 PER PACK

£21.99 PER PACK
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4099 THUNDERBOLT 2
SELECTION BOX
31 Fireworks to a Selection Box.
3 Boxes to a Carton.
An excellent Selection Box that
provides an assortment of fireworks.

£199.99 PER BOX

5000 RAIDER SELECTION BOX
27 Fireworks to a Selection Box.
4 Boxes to a Carton.
A superb selection box for an evening
full of fun and vareity, offering great
value for money.

£129.99 PER ITEM

5001 WARRIOR SELECTION BOX
31 Fireworks to a Selection Box.
3 Boxes to a Carton.
A premium selection box with a
massive variety of 31 fireworks
including a 250 shot
missile barrage.

£199.99 PER ITEM
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5003 INTERSTELLA
132 Shot CAKE
2 Pieces to a Carton.
132 shots fill the sky with an
assortment of coloured effects
that include red, silver, green,
gold and blue.

£104.99 PER ITEM

4031 SPARKLERS
ASSORTED SIZES & EFFECTS
10 Pieces to a Tube.
80 Tubes to a Carton.
A tube of 10 assorted sparklers,
6 x 10” gold sparklers and 4 x 14”
crackling sparklers.

£1.59 PER ITEM

4110 Mystic Fountain
80 Pieces to a Carton.
An excellent single fountain,
providing great value at a low
price point.

£1.59 PER ITEM

5004 BLACK PANTHER
200 Shot CAKE
1 Piece to a Carton.
A 200 shot cake ejecting an assortment of coloured, whistling and
crackling comets, assorted coloured tails with bursts of golden
glitter, blue star and red strobe, silver palm effects, assorted
peonies with silver strobe, blue star with silver fish effects, red,
green or silver strobe, crackling stars, and brocade crown effects.

£179.99 PER ITEM
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5002 PATHFINDER
ROCKET PACK
5 Rockets to a Pack.
6 Packs to a Carton.
These rockets offer breath
taking effects and will
prove to be the star of any
bonfire party.

£39.99 PER ITEM
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30725
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A 249 shot cake
ejecting whistling
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tails to crackle, of
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Information on the Storage & Sale of Fireworks
BRITISH STANDARDS - (CE)

All Chestnut Trading Ltd fireworks offered for sale are tested to comply with BS EN15947 (CE).

VALUE ADDED TAX

All trade prices quoted are exclusive of VAT. All recommended retail prices include VAT at 20%. Should the
VAT rate change, the retail prices will be amended accordingly.

PLEASE NOTE

Prices shown were fixed at January 2018 and will be maintained unless dramatic increases in material costs
occur. All goods are offered subject to availability. We reserve the right to vary contents of all selections and
packs.

LICENCED STORAGE

Before the purchase of fireworks, you are required under the Explosives Regulations 2014 to licence your premises.
Licensing fees can be obtained from your local issuing authority. Chestnut Trading must see a copy of a valid
licence before any deliveries can be made to the licenced premises.

WEIGHT LIMITATIONS

The storing of any explosives is controlled by the Explosives Regulations 2014. These Regulations require any
person storing explosives to hold a licence. Local Authorities are responsible for issuing licences for the storage
of amounts up to 2000kg Nett Explosive Mass (NEM). For greater quantities, a licence is required from the HSE.
The premises, surroundings and separation distances that you are able to achieve at the storage location will
have an effect on the total quantity you will be permitted to store. You should not automatically assume that your
shop is suitable to store the maximum amount.
The maximum amount of HT4 that may be stored without the need for separation distances is 250kg NEM.
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bonfire party.
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30783

The maximum amount of HT3 that may be stored without the need for separation distances is 25kg NEM.

£179 .99

When storing a mixture of HT3 (1.3G) and HT4 (1.4G) fireworks in a single store, the total resulting NEM is
determined to be all HT3. You should always review your storage licence prior to purchasing HT3 fireworks to
ensure your storage capacity and safety distances are not exceeded.

FIREWORK REGULATIONS

The Explosives Regulations permits the sale of fireworks during the following periods only;
November 5 - (from 15th October to 10th November)
New Year - (from December 26th to 31st)
Chinese New Year - (on the first day of the Chinese New Year and the 3 days immediately preceding it)
Diwali - (on the day of Diwali and the 3 days immediately preceding it)
S hould you wish to sell fireworks outside of these periods then an additional licence to sell fireworks will be
required from your local authority (£500)

30310
arklers.
A pack of ten 14” gold sp
80 PACKS TO A CARTON
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£1.79

PREVENTION OF UNDERAGE SALES

A statutory notice, relating to the illegality of sales to and possession of fireworks by under18’s must be displayed
in full view of the buying public. This notice may be obtained from either your supplier of from your local authority.
It is now illegal to supply a firework which has a decibel level of over 120dB A-Imax. Chestnut Trading Ltd is
committed to supplying only fireworks below this level.
In the unlikely event of a retailer selling a quantity of fireworks in the excess of 50kg NEM to any one purchaser,
a record must be kept of the name and address of the purchaser, plus the weight of the consignment.
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Chestnut Trading Ltd, Unit 2 Binbrook Technical Park, Binbrook, Market Rasen, LN8 6HF.
Phone: 0844 600 9101 or 01472 398440 Fax: 01472 398019 Email: office@chestnuttrading.co.uk

www.chestnuttrading.co.uk
Company Registration No. 05496483

